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THE GHANA AND NIGERIA PLANS

IN RETROSPECT Part 2

REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN

IV

THE NIGERIAN ECONOMIC STRATEGY was distincdy more cautious than the
Ghanaian. It sought marginal change within and from existing economic
patterns as a product of relatively slow growth along existing lines.
Ghana's had, of course, 'centred on ore rapid development through
alteration of the production structures. GDP was to grow 4% a year
a projection of the 1950-60 overall record, albeit a distinct recovery from
the 1955-60 slowdown.

The total annual investment target of £200-million a year represented
about a 25% increase on the levels of the late 1950's. These overall
targets were - at least in principle - quite feasible. Their attainment,
however, would not have led to any significant reducrion in foreign
dependence: indeed, the need for foreign aid and investment as a per
cent of total investment was posited to rise. Nor would they have created
an industrial sector capable of generating broadly-based development in
future plan periods. And they would not have met the challenges of
increasing wage-salary employment or modernising agriculture rapidly.

ItEY ELEMENTS in the strategy included:
1. Rapid expansion of cash crop production, particularly for expon,

combined with an export earnings boost from petroleum.
2. Concentration of public sector investment in infrastructure, social

welfare, and a few large-scale productive sector projects.
3. Dependence on private investment, dominantly though by no

means totally foreign, in the directly productive sectors. This would
be accompanied by a high degree of freedom from controls, ·and also
substantial tax concession and remittance-guarantee incentives to
encourage, but not direct, private investment.

4. Acceptance of growth based on, or gradually shifting from, the
present structure of production. This was in response to market
forces, including lower costs resulting from improved infrastructure,
and income boosts from expanded cash crop production plus the
petroleum industry. This was preferred to structural intervention
by the state through broad productive investment, market control,
and income pattern alteration, either by tax reform or investment
programme results.

~VALUATION OF THE APPROPRIATENESS and consistency of Nigeria's
strategy falls into two main categories. First the strategy would appear
appropriate for an extremely undeveloped economy in which rapid initial
export development was providing both productive sector dynamism and
rapidly rising public revenues. The basic infrastructure requirements,
human as well as physical, would need fully to extend public, financial,
physical, human, and institutional capacities for one or more planning
periods as in Mauretania or Libya. Alternatively, the strategy would be
reasonable if 'a sustained export boom allowed rapid growth - including
private investment in construction material and consumer goods manu
facture - without the degree of austerity associated with rapid domestic
market-based structural change. (Even in this case state intervention in
employment creation and agricultural modernisation would deserve
emphasis.) Ghana from 1950 to 1960 and the Ivory Coast from 1955
through 1963 illustrate this case. However, both of these situations posit
high - say 6% - growth rates of Gross Domestic Product and higher
- say 8% - growth rates of exports over the forthcoming decade, neither
of which conditions was forecast in the Nigerian Plan. Moreover, Nigeria
in 1962 scarcely fell in the extreme undeveloped economy class in tenns
of either human or physical infrastructure.

Second, while the nature of the Nigerian (as opposed to the Ghanaian)
Plan presentation makes it somewhat difficult to sep'arate conceptual from
implementational defects, several of the former do appear less than 25%
of public lector investment wu allocated to directly productive activity.

Given that private investment (at 40 - 45% of total) was virtually the
same share as in Ghana this implied a radically lower overall allocation
to production, perhaps 45% vs 60%.

Given the projected growth of domestic savings, of public consumption,
and of population, less than 1% a year increase in per capita personal
consumption was consistent with both price stability and external balance
(the latter assuming the 50% foreign aid-investment share of gross capital
formation was secured). As the salary system had average built-in annual
increments of 5% a year and the Plan's project and GDP forecasts seem
to imply a 2 - 3% annual increase in wage and salary employment, the
1% ceiling would have required that both wage and salary structures
remained constant over the Plan period and that average earnings by
wage (but not salary) recipients also remain static either because there
would be no average improvement in labour force quality and length of
service or because no incentive payments would be made for such gains.
Even from the short-run employer profit criteria, such a wage policy
would appear unsound because of its lack of spurs to job retention and
skill acquisition. Socio-politically it is clearly unviable especially in a
context of rising salaries and profits.
Planning machinery and economic policy coordination - both among the
Regional and Federal governments and within each - was clearly in
adequate. Broad civil service - or political - involvement in formulation
of and commitment to implementation of the Plan's targets was not
obtained except in the East and the pre-Akintola West. The Federal
Ministry of Economic Development - despite an able Permanent Secre
tary with a number of competent staff members and advisors - was
given little effective role in implementation and carried negligible political
prestige or power.

V

The highly doubtful appropriateness of the Nigerian strategy and the
weaknesses in its application in the Six Year Plan could have been
expected ·to lead to uneven and often unsatisfactory results even if
implementation had been of a high order. In fact it was extremely,
sometimes unbelievably, poor.

The pervasive atmosphere of self-seeking and corruption created by the
dominant political class and affecting many of the public corporations
(though not, by and large, the higher civil service) led to flagrant altera
tions in 'and deviations from the Plan designed to serve their proponents
but hardly conducive to economic development. At the same time a
conservative Treasury response to ·the deteriorating current budget surplus
(resulting largely from politically motivated recurrent spending of little or
no real value) and to the rapidly worsening balance of payments position
(dominated by a rapid growth in consumer amenity and luxury imports
and by failure to present enough viable and honest project proposals to
secure projected aid flows) caused overall public investment cutbacks to
under 50% of the Plan target levels over the first half of the six-year
period (1962-1965).

The cost of corruption was threefold: first it was so widespread as to
hinder or even prevent normal government or private sector operations
(in addition to the inequitable "tax" it imposed); second not only the
choice of suppliers and contractors but - far worse - the nature of
projects undertaken was dominated by either political, class, personal,
business interests or possibilities of open or thinly disguised payoffs;
third the concentration of all substantial economic opportunity in the
hands of the political elite combined with the impression (basically trUe)
that their rising incomes had little relationship to ability or effort, destroyed
the basis of consent in the entire society leading to near total collapse of
governmental functioning and mass resort to terror in the Western Region
after the fall 1965 elections. Abuse of public position for personal gain
had become the dominant theme and guidina strateiY of the political



class; men primarily motivated by any broader set of goals (even the
maintenance of conservative traditional structures) were the exception
although they certainly did exist even if usually frustrated or partially
tainted by the system. The senior anny and police officers, the senior civil
servants, and the university faculties (though less clearly than one would
have wished outside Ibadan) were the only status groups in which the
concepts of responsibility, service, and obligation to public welfare main
tained general acceptance. Within the pre-coup political structure they
were unable to alter a system they saw as the cause of much of Nigeria's
human suffering and national humiliation. They now form the core of
decision makers, administrators, and advisors in the military government.

Unemployment grew explosively from 1960 through 1965 while real
wages of unskilled labour probably fell, especially with the failure of
urban food supplies to keep pace with demand in 1964 and 1965 adding
to the price increases resulting from 'Sharply increased - and on balance
regressive - taxes. Public corporations, by and large, turned in worse
records than those in Ghana. No serious attempt to reorganize, enforce
profit criteria on management, or to coordinate information and planning
for the state corporation sector in Development of Finance Ministry
hands (parallel to recruitment - if not fully successful - efforts in
Ghana) was evident before the military government.

In practice, Nigeria's economy has performed rather better in some
respects than the shaky strategy and dismal implementation would lead
one to expect. Gross Domestic Product is reported to have risen rapidly
although the use of highly doubtful price indices in producing the
"constant price ,GDP" series (no current price one is published) and
the claim of rapid increases in domestic food production flatly belied
by market conditions cast doubt on the accuracy of this index. Certainly
1965 saw a sharp improvement in the trade balance - partly from
traditional export booms and rising petroleum ishipments and partly from
the effects of tariff hikes on con-sumer imports and a rise in international
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reserves - made possible by sharp increases in aid and investment inflows.
The petroleum gains which will continue - are, unfortunately, somewhat
deceptive. Assuming 1966·67 production toapproa'ch £lOO-million, not
more than £15 - lO-million will accrue to the Nigerian government in
taxes and royalties (probably significantly less) and not more than
£40-million to Nigerian income recipients public or private. Unlike
Nigeria's traditional exports, 80 to 90% of whose proceeds do accrue
to Nigerian income recipients, petroleum production because of its high
exploration cost, capital equipment, and foreign expert personnel com
ponents yields net Nigerian-owned export proceeds under half aross
exports.

Conclusions from the Nigerian experience are rather different from
the Ghanaian:

1. The strategy was not well adapted to Nigeria's circumstances and
posited a growth rate low enough to cause massive economic and
social problems even if fully attained.

2. Basic Plan formulation was weak especially in estimating priyate
consumption growth and in providing mechanisms for evaluation
and control of implementation.

3. Given the promotion of misuse of public office for private gain
to the level of a dominant cc political philosophy", implementation
was inevitably distorted and erratic while the political elite's fiscal
conservatism (especially in regard to taxing itself effectively) meant
that it was quantitatively barely half of public sector investment
targets.

•. While the foreign reserve-debt and internal budgetary positions did
not deteriorate to the extent of the Ghanaian, this stemmed from
Plan underfulfillment and a (non-Plan caused) 1965 export boom
rather than selective austerity or implementational efficiency.

[Continu~ on pa,. lSS

AMONG THE 100,000 watching England win the
World Cup at Wembley there can only have
been one man who the day before had been
under house arrest and banned from all nonnal
human society outside his own family. House
arrest had been an improvement for Dennis
Brutus. Until July 1965 he was serving a sen
tence on Robben Island, South Africa's political
Devil's Island - for refusing to recognise the
banning order served on him without trial or
defence two years before. Brutus had escaped
to Swaziland, moved to Mozambique to make a
long journey to Europe, been seized by the
Portuguese and returned to Johannesburg, where
he broke arrest - as much to let the world know
where he was as in the hope of making it to
freedom. His ill luck continued. His guard hap
pened to be a Bisley gold-medallist who brought
him down with a shot that went clean through
his chest - for such a crack shot, it went sus
piciously near the heart. The wound gave
~rutus pain and his captor Vorster an explana
tion for further injury suffered as a result of
prison assaults.

IN ENGLAND~ BRUTUS WILL continue his cam
paign for multiracial sport - he is presently

lobbying sports administrators attending the
Commonwealth Games in Jamaica. Wads of
unmistakeably Brutus-inspired literature for the
South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee
are already appearing in London. His poetry
will start reappearing soon, and articles and
stories will surely follow. The last copy that he
submitted to The N em African lay before the
editor when the news came of his arrest in
Mozambique. The story (which later appea'red
in the Daily Herald, London) was set beyond
South Africa's borders where an escapee from
Verwoerd's clutches sat contemplating his future
and savouring the thought: cc Verwoerd will go
to gaol before I do. . . ." The irony was bitter:
Brutus went to gaol first. Now back in freedom
Brutus can think: "Now it's Vedwoerd's turn".

•
Civis Britannicus sum~ Perhaps fewer and
fewer non-Englishmen now claim their rights as
far-flung British subjects with the confidence St
Paul could feel as a Roman citizen. How diffi
dently did Lord Butler hint at the desirability of
such an attitude among Commonwealth immi
grants in a recent television interview. In the
House of Commons the Labour victor of
Smethwick, Andrew Faulds, in a fine frenzy,
reminded Mr Bottomley that the detained lec
turers in Salisbury were British subjects, as
though in this -they differed from all those others
whom Smith's police have held without trial
before and since his seizure of power. One of
the lecturers gave better reasons for the frenzy:
" Because we are white, because we are lecturers,
because some of us have powerful friends,"
wrote Christopher Hill, in The Times, London,
on August 8, 1966, " strong diplomatic pressure
was brought to bear on our behalf. Meanwhile
hundreds of Africans are confined behind barbed
wire in restriction camps - many of them for
long periods of years. Little diplomatic pressure
has been exerted on their behalf. It should have
been years ago and it should still be exerted
now." If it is, the grounds will scarcely be their
British citizenship. The old Imperial Myth has

long been shattered for those who were bom
British subjects but were not clearly enouch of
Caucasian stock, to pass as U White n.

AT LEAST THE NEW AWARENESS of Civis BritQft
nicus eram - "I was a British citizen" - will
remove the false beliefs which Africans once
held to their grave cost. In 1919 the forerunners
of South Mrica's freedom movements of -today
petirioned the King Emperor, George V, thus:
" It is with painful regret that we remind Your
Majesty that these Victorian principles which
our people associate with the high ideals of the
British Constitution have been departed from
and in the main dishonoured and ignored by
Your Majesty's representative Governments in
South Africa. We humbly submit to Your Most
Gracious Majesty that the black inhabitants Of
this land who are Your Majesty's subjects, on
account of their race, colour, language and
creed, live under a veiled form of slavery.'·
The King never even saw the petition. Colonial
Secretary Milner, Governor-General Buxton and
"liberal" South Mrican minister F. S. Malan
carried on a cynical little correspondence about
it, and the African deputation that finally
brought it to England were fobbed off with an
under-secretary. They duly embarked for home
on the Edinburgh Castle but their fellow British
subjects refused to have them on board, the
Captain put them ashore and the ship sailed
for Cape Town m'inus the delegates but plus
their baggage. But that's another story.

THEIR MEMORIAL TO the King (designed for the
Peace Conference at Versailles) further claimed
his protection for Basutoland, Bechuanaland and
Swaziland, and his intercession in order that
South-West Africa (then just freed from Gennan
colonial rule) "should never be handed to the
Union Government of South Africa". Words,
words, words. Perhaps one day the claim Civis
Africanus sum will protect the African from
tyranny in a way the phoney Imperial claim
has failed to do. •
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VI

Ghana's basic economic strategy and development rate goals should
be viable under- more sober and efficient management if (gross) export
earnings can be raised to the order of £175 - 190-million by 1968 - 70
and a 'Sustained net inflow of aid and investment of perhaps £20 - 25
million per year secured. Several major economic-managerial reforms
are essential to the fulfillment of this hopeful prognostication.

Growth of public recurrent expenditure must - at least over the next
ten years - be held below growth of domestic product. Ideally the
initial 1965 Budget Estimates, cut by perhaps 5 - 8% to eliminate wasteful
or marginal expenditure (especially on duplicative administrative struc
tures, the armed forces, and the police), could form the base with 2j-%
overall increments until 1971 and a slightly less rigid policy thereafter.
Ghana today has adequate administrative capacity and the best overall
social service system in tropical Africa; their rapid expansion while
desirable is postponable. Total investment (public and private) should
not be allowed to fall below £100 - 125-million and should by 1970 be
pushed back to £150 - 165-million. Directly productive and fully or
partially useful infrastructural projects under construction should be
completed, but the Planning Secretariat should enable more rigorous
testing of new starts not only in regard to honesty and eventual
viability but also to appropriateness of standards and immediate urgency.
Priority should be given to securing full capacity use of existing, newly
completed, and about to be completed plant while rigorously pruning
managerial and institutional deadwood e.g. cuttin~ back Ghana Airways
staff and recurrent expenditure by perhaps 75%. Incentives in the form
of capital equipment and raw material import licenses should be given
to secure investment of perhaps £35 - 50-million in present blocked
foreign firm profits -and a substantial portion of the £ 15 - 20-miUion
annual foreign investment profit flow.

Public sector economic policy and programme coordination and control
(including a simplified set of policies affecting -the private sector) should
be centralized so far as key decision making and general implementation
oversight is concerned - preferably in a Ministry of Planning and
Development or a Planning Secretariat responsible to the Chief Executive
- while much greater decentralization of detailed implemen-tation and
more effective commitment to it should be secured by involving other
government bodies (on the local and regional as well as the central level)
in formulating and revising targets and projects as well as in carrying
them out.

The present foreign debt must be refinanced to lengthen payment periods
and short term credits secured to meet overdue and immediate future
requirements. Over a longer perspective, lines of access to long-term
private inv-estors (not simply ma'chinery salesmen or contractors) and to
Western governments and international monetary-investment bodies should
be rebuilt and those with Eastern governments and export suppliers
maintained. Securing an international Cocoa Agreement with export
controls and a price range of - say - £ 180 - 220 per ton is critical
to limiting credit needs; -acceptance of the £120 ton (FAO estimate)
., equilibrium" price between growth of demand and uncontrolled export
expansion by 'all producers, whether in an agreement or through failing
to secure one, would be disastrous.

Austerity must be maintained. For the groups which profited by loop
holes -and scarcities - including many Ghanaian businessmen - it should
be tightened. N ei-ther the progressive tax system nor stiff import controls on
consumer non..necessities can be removed except -at the price of growth.
Equally, massive salary increases for upper income groups can only be at
the price of investment, of real reductions in mass-used public services
supplied, of increased inequality in income distribution, and/or of
spiralling inflation. A 10% wage-salary boost may be necessary but should
be the ceiling; improved 1965 and (apparently) 1966 crops and (potential)
improved use of domestic consumer goods production capacity should allow
an increase of this order over 'an 18-month period.

The successful implementation of such a programme should result in
rapid regaining of a surplus on visible exports over visible imports, a
~ - 6% growth of real GDP {attained in 1964 but not in 1965 and most
unlikely for 1966), distinct easing of consumer goods shortages, and an
end to 1965's runaway inflation (continued 4 - 6% annual price increases
are likely under any conditions except those of a severe slump in real
GDP).

The National Liberation Council govemment'sactions to date cast
doubts on whether it will attempt this daring economic policy pattern.
The official scrapping of the Seven Year Plan and the almost total
cessation of investment activity reported by recent visitors to Accra are
disquieting. The loss of momentum from a six-month investment mora
torium can be 'Serious and few cc savings" are more costly than leavina

.able project. half completed.

Recurrent budget disciphne is being imposed - albeit not one fears
on army-police spending. Rationalization and coordination of policy
making and implementing machinery appears to be in process, both
within the government proper and in regard to the state corporations.
However, the reaction against austerity and badly-handled imports alloca
tions threatens to include excessive (25% has been mooted) upper level
salary increases and expansion of consumer amenity imports.

A highly useful £30-million US PL 480 credit has been secured as well
as IMF approval of up to £13-million of drawings (the policy condition
price of the latter is not fully clear). However, barring a more flexible
policy this will barely balance the loss of £5-million a year in Soviet
commodity aid (similar to PL 480 but in the form of fuel and consumer
manufactures) and circa £25-million a year in Eastern plant and equip
ment credits.

Whether Ghana will hold firmly to the £180 ton producer nation
cocoa floor price proposal (as almost certainly recommended by her
economic civil servants) or be excessively willing to compromise with
the manufacturer dominated delegations of the cocoa consuming (and
Western aid providing) countries which appear to favour a £140 floor
is uncertain. The difference to her export earnings could well run £ 15 
20-million annually.

VII

Nigeri-a faces a similar set of_ immediate economic-managerial reform
needs but one modified by her better fiscal, weaker employment, and
lower productive capacity in the pipeline, positions. In regard to invest
ment, the short-run need is to accelerate up to Plan targets; in foreign
credit procurement to step up the flow of viable and properly evaluated
projects so as to make use of tentative commitments. A cocoa agreement,
while of substantial import, is less critical for her than maximization of
Nigerian private and public earnings from petroleum exports and the use
of low cost natural gas to stimulate 'appropriately selected heavy industry.

The problem of equitable austerity takes a sharply different form. A
progressive tax system must be created not strengthened and maintained
a-s in Ghana. At least limited import -and exchange controls should be
instituted. _

However, the dominant requirement over the 1966-68 period is the
evolution of a 20-year perspective and a three - six year operational plan
based on: Ca) a more ambitious and realistic development strategy; (b) a
coherent and evaluated set of sectoral and _project targets. (including at
least probable range estimates for the private sector) for the first three
years; 'and (c) a pattern of institutional and governm_ental control struc
tures capable of providing effective and honest implementation. Moderni
zation of agriculture, both to provide a decent living for food growers
and to break urban food supply bottlenecks, and stimulation of more
dynamic growth in wage eIl)ployment rank high among the problems to
be confronted within this framework.

To date, the new Nigerian government's record in the economic
managerial refonn field is impressive. Its new recurrent and capital
budgets do appear to combine selective pruning with seriou-s efforts to
step up Plan fulfillment. The make-up of the administrative and services
sector members of the National Unity study group and especially of the
National Planning study group (chaired by Chief S. O. Adebo, probably
Nigeria's most able public administrator, and including at least three
of her outstanding economists, Dr. Pius Okigbo, Dr. O. Aboyade, and
Professor H. A. Oluwasanmi, the last an agricultural development speci
alist) combined with the seriousness with which the Ironsi government
appears to take them, auger well. The 20-year perspective and five-year
operational plans approved in outline in late May appear to call for
thoroughgoing reform of strategy, policy, and institutions around a theme
of more rapid development through greater emphasis on alterations in
production, income distribution, and consumption patterns. The energy
and insight of Economic Development's A. A. Ayida appear to be having
far greater effect since January than in the previous three years.

In Nigeria, 'as in Ghana, the most basic political economic challenges
are socio-political. First, the development programmes must be made to
be and to be seen to be meaningful to broad groups of people if their cost.
a're to be accepted. Second, more diffused participation in economic policy
and project selection, formulation, and implementation must be attained
both within the government and the wider community and both at the
centre and down to the local level. Third, a political structure with broad
participation in and influence over basic decisions must be created to
replace the discredited past political elites and to provide the present
Army/Policy-Technocratic/Intellectual elites and their successors with
a responsible framework within which to work, and positive support to
make their work effective. Nigeria - even if more cautiously than some of
the technocrats, intellectuals, and junior officers would wish - appears
to be moving in this direction; whether the NLC in Ghana is doine
likewise is rather more obscure. •


